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This document describes the color transfer algorithms that are implemented in the
colortrans Python library1 .
There are an assortment of algorithms for transferring colors from one image to
another. The image to be transformed—while retaining its qualitative appearance—is
referred to as the source and the image providing the colors is referred to as the target
or reference (it may be helpful to think of the source image as the source of content and
the target image as having the target colors).
Global color transfer techniques transform the source image so that global color
statistics of the transformed image match those from the reference image. Local color
transfer approaches utilize regional correspondences between images for a more finegrained transfer. More recently, a deep learning based technique has been developed for
transferring colors in a way that considers semantic relationships across images [2].
We describe an assortment of global color transfer algorithms below. Some of these
techniques were proposed along with extensions for local color transfer, which we omit
from consideration. Without additional processing, a high-quality transfer using global
techniques may require that the source and target images are similar in composition.
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Reinhard

Reinhard et al. [7] develops a technique that transforms a source image in such a way
that its channel means and standard deviations in lαβ color space [8] match the associated
statistics from the target image. An RGB image can be represented by a dataset X, a matrix
of pixel values where each row corresponds to an image position and columns correspond to
the three RGB color channels. The following transformation converts an image from RGB to
lαβ, with log denoting the element-wise base-10 logarithm:
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(1)
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0.0000
With both the source image s and target image t converted to lαβ, values for each channel
from the source image are shifted by the associated channel c mean µcs :
l∗ = l − µls

α∗ = α − µα
s

β ∗ = β − µβs

(2)

The shifted values are scaled such that the standard deviations match those of the target
image, with σic denoting the channel c standard deviation of image i:
l0 =

σtl ∗
l
σsl

α0 =

σtα ∗
α
σsα

1 https://github.com/dstein64/colortrans
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β0 =

σtβ
σsβ

β∗

(3)

Next, the zero-centered values are shifted by the associated target image channel c mean µct
so that the updated channel means match the target image means:
l† = l0 + µlt

β † = β 0 + µβt

α† = α0 + µα
t

(4)

Lastly, the preceding shifted values are converted back to RGB with the following operation—
the inverse of Equation 1—that converts an image from lαβ to RGB, with antilog denoting
the element-wise base-10 antilogarithm:


 

0.5774
0.5774
0.5774
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0.0497
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2.3809 −0.2439 (5)
X = antilog X lαβ 0.4082
0.7071 −0.7071
0.0000
0.1193 −0.1624
1.2045
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Linear Histogram Matching

Linear Histogram Matching (LHM) [3] processes the pixels in a source image s so that
the resulting distribution of pixel intensities approaches that of a target image t. Rather than
matching the histogram exactly, which could result in “dramatically changing the appearance
of the image,” a linear transformation is used to match the target distribution’s mean and
covariance. Given a source image represented by a dataset comprised of vectors (3-dimensional
for RGB images), each point x is multiplied by matrix β followed by the addition of vector α:
x∗ = βx + α

(6)

β and α are set so that the resulting image statistics match the associated values of the target
image:
β=

p p −1
Σt Σs

α = µt − βµs

(7)

where µi and Σi are the mean vector and covariance matrix for image i. After substituting
β and α in Equation 6, the transformation becomes:
x∗ =

p

Σt

p

Σs

−1

(x − µs ) + µt

(8)

√ √ >
√
For the preceding formulas,
is defined such that A A = A, whose solution is not
unique. Under LHM, where A is a symmetric
covariance matrix with eigendecomposition
√
A = ΦΛΦ> , the matrix square-root B = A is computed as:
√
B = Φ ΛΦ>
(9)
√
where Λ is the element-wise square-root of the diagonal eigenvalue matrix Λ. That is, the
square root of a matrix is constructed by replacing eigenvalues with their square roots in the
matrix eigendecomposition.
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Principal Component Color Matching

Like the other global color transfer algorithms, Principal Component Color Matching (PCCM) [4, 5, 6] transforms a source image so that its color statistics match those of a
reference image, while preserving the qualitative appearance of the source image. To achieve
this, the source image data is rotated and scaled in a way that the resulting principal components of the output image match those of the reference image. When color transfer is
considered from the perspective of domain adaptation, PCCM can be viewed as an application of Correlation Alignment (CORAL) [9].
2

The PCCM technique is similar to the method proposed by Abadpour and Kasaei [1,
sec. II-A], but rather than using PCA and its inverse operation as-is, PCCM also incorporates
a scaling operation. This ensures that the principal components of the transformed image
not only have the same direction (“axes matching” [4]) as the reference image principal
components, but also the same magnitude (“variance matching” [4]).
Given source image s and target image t, both RGB images represented by sets of 3dimensional vectors, each source data point x is transformed by x∗ = At SA>
s (x − µs ) + µt ,
where µs and µt are mean data points from the source and target images, respectively.
The 3×3 matrices As and At —which serve “axes matching”—consist of eigenvectors of the
source and target image dataset covariance matrices, one eigenvector per column. Scaling
matrix S—which serves “variance matching”—is a 3×3 diagonal matrix whose entries are
the square roots of eigenvalue ratios, where the eigenvalues correspond to the eigenvectors
used for constructing As and At .
PCCM as Whitening-Coloring. Here we formulate PCCM in terms of whitening and
coloring. The whitening transformation decorrelates a dataset such that its resulting covariance matrix is the identity matrix. Given a dataset d (i.e., a set of 3-dimensional vectors for
an RGB image) whose covariance matrix Σd eigendecomposition is Φd Λd Φ>
d and mean data
point is µd , the following shows the corresponding whitening transformation fd as a function
of data point x:
−1/2
fd (x) = Λd Φ>
(10)
d (x − µd )
√
−1/2
where the diagonal matrix A = Λd
is defined by (A)ii = 1/ λi , with λi = (Λd )ii . The
coloring operation is the inverse of whitening. The following formulation shows the coloring
transformation gd , for dataset d, as a function of a data point x:
gd (x) = fd−1 (x)
=

1/2
Φd Λd x

(11)
+ µd

(12)

√
where the diagonal matrix B = Λ1/2 is defined by (B)ii = λi .
Under this formulation of PCCM, the colors of target image t are transferred to source
image s by the application of the image s whitening operation followed by image t’s coloring
transformation. Thus, the color is transferred for each data point x by:
x∗ = gt (fs (x))
=

(13)

1/2
Φ>
Φt Λt Λ−1/2
s (x
s

− µs ) + µt

(14)
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